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Your custom design here!



With the MODUS F11 and F01 Custom Models, you can choose from a variety of beautiful pre-designed pianos or create your own unique designs for printing on

the back panel. For example, you could choose an artistic approach based upon a picture of your family or a special place, a practical motif allowing the MODUS

to complement its surroundings, or a strategic design featuring a company logo. You can even develop multiple sets of panels, for special events or just for

variety. Visit www.moduspiano.com/custom to view the pre-designed options and to learn how to create your own one-of-a-kind piano.

What is MODUS Custom Model?

Example 1: Select a pre-designed model
Several styles have already been created for you. See the models on the inside pages.

Example 2: Use a full-size image of your own
A single image can be applied across the entire back panel.

Example 3: Feature a logo and image
A company logo and background image are perfect for corporate offices, hotels, restaurants and other entities.

Design files must be prepared and submitted with your order. For safety reasons, panel units
must always be used with the keyboard part of the MODUS.

With a beauty that’s deeper than the surface,
the MODUS Series gives you luxurious sound, expressive playability,

and a wealth of sophisticated features.

Exquisite, Expressive Keyboard
The Natural Wood (NW) Keyboard features real-wood white keys and

sophisticated technology that faithfully reproduces the experience of

playing an actual acoustic grand piano.

Streaming Music for Your MODUS
Tap into Radio Service for Piano and listen to uninterrupted streaming of music

on your instrument. With Radio Service (ModusRadio) and the Moving Key

feature, the MODUS H11/F11 are more than superb instruments.They’re world

class performers in their own right. Watch the keys move and listen as your

instrument performs jazz, classical, pop and more–straight from the Internet!

Channel Guide
001 Complimentary Channel Sampler—30-second samples of the popular hits

you’ll hear on the rest of our channels.
002 Complimentary Music Channel—Full-length versions of some of the great

classics you’ll find on subscription channels.

003 Adult Contemporary

004 Broadway

005 Classical and Semi-Classical

006 Country

007 Great Piano Solos

008 Jazz

009 Pop

010 Rock and Classic Rock

011 Soundtrack

012 Standards

013 Spiritual and Worship
For details, refer to the following site:
http://services.music.yamaha.com/radio

Bring Your Favorite Music Along H11/01, F11/01

Simply connect a USB flash memory device to the instrument and your favorite

songs in MIDI format are ready to be played as you like or in random order—

letting you enjoy your own personal song collection.

H11/F11

Stunningly Realistic Sound
Utilizing AWM (Advanced Wave Memory) Dynamic

Stereo Sampling technology, Yamaha takes piano

voice sampling to a whole new level and provides a

wealth of musical voices with truly authentic sound.

The Grand Piano voices are complex multi-samples

meticulously recorded from the famed Yamaha

CFIIIS concert grand piano.

Music In Motion H11/F11

The impressive Moving Key feature automatically “plays” the keys of the

keyboard with song playback. Whatever song data you play back on the

MODUS–including the streaming songs from ModusRadio–you can enjoy

both listening to it and watching it! It’s a treat for the eyes as well as the ears.



Pre-Designed MODUS Custom Models
While you can certainly create your own original design, you may also choose to purchase one of the following:

Designed by Kenjiro Harigai of ADAPTER F11CA01/ F01CA01

“With the MODUS marking a fresh departure from the traditional piano, I designed
this back panel to give the impression of a fabric stylishly blending fashion with art.”

Designed by Daisuke Watanabe F11CA03/ F01CA03

“In designing this back panel, I strove to create graphic art that was not limited to
a particular season; that is more universal than voguish; that conveys a sense
of warmth; that is both routine and exceptional; that comforts despite exuding a
sensual, poetic beauty; that stimulates the imagination of all who see it; and overall,
that is at peace.”

Cardinal F11CB02/ F01CB02

Wandering birds drift through a world of cardinal red; one can almost hear the soft melody of
their song.

Garden F11CB03/ F01CB03

Black flowers dancing in a vast whiteness; from the interaction of these opposites, a world of
motion is born.

Sakura F11CB05/ F01CB05

Glorious blossoms rise from the dark; dancing in an imaginary wind, their beauty can never
fade.

Designed by Kohei Takata F11CA02/ F01CA02

“I believe that our daily lives are at their most harmonious when all five senses
are perfectly balanced. Located in the living room—where much of our daily lives are
focused—the MODUS lets us experience the joy of music.With this in mind, I designed
the back panel to blend perfectly into living spaces and to add color without
standing out.”

Foliage F11CB01/ F01CB01

Delicately-lit translucent verdure; gently changing in character and form with the
passing of the seasons.

Crimson F11CB04/ F01CB04

Enchanting flowers in a wash of crimson; the dreamlike harmony of light and shadow conceals
a mysterious power and value beyond mere beauty.

Symmetry F11CB06/ F01CB06

A geometric realm of interwoven earth and wood; here, the warmth of mother nature infuses
a magical healing power.




